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2019 Munich Christmas Market: Manger 
and nativity viewing

Enjoying nativity and manger scenes, known as Kripperlschaun, is a long-

held part of traditional advent celebrations in Munich, where the Munich 

Christmas Market (Christkindlmarkt) offers lots of opportunities to see the 

Christmas story on display.

A new location for the Manger Market

At the Rindermarkt, right next to the Church of St. Peter, eleven stalls sell 

mangers and nativity accessories. Just a stone’s throw from Marienplatz, 

where the traditional Munich Christmas market spreads out in all its Old 

Bavarian charm in front of the romantic backdrop of the Neo-Gothic town 

hall, the Kripperlmarkt (Manger Market) is a real treasure trove for long-

time and aspiring manger enthusiasts alike.

There is a wide selection for all budgets: Large Oriental-style ornate cribs, 

miniature Alpine cribs, high-quality carved goods from South Tirol, 

Oberammergau and the Ore mountains, or reasonably priced robust 

nativity figures made of plastic that look unbelievably like wood, ideal for a 

young family’s first nativity scene.

Some merchants still make their goods, for example nativity 

stables, according to traditional designs passed down from 

generation to generation.
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Hours of meticulous detail work go into the production of stable 

accessories. From lanterns and hay for the ox and donkey, to the gifts from

the three wise men—the market has everything you need for an authentic 

nativity scene. The merchants sell decorative items made from natural 

materials such as moss and bark, as well as electric lighting suitable for 

use in the USA. Some also offer repairs, restoration and custom-made 

pieces.

The Manger Market, first documented in 1757, is a distinctive feature of 

the Munich Christmas market and is the biggest in Germany. This special 

part of the market looks back on a long tradition and became its own 

independent Manger Market in the mid 19th century. The Christmas and 

manger markets were first reunited again after the Second World War.

Here you can take your time and choose a piece of Christmas to take 

home. Recall your childhood memories of the nativity scene next to the 

Christmas tree, when you took in this a wonderful world for the first time.

Big manger on the market grounds

Designed in 1953 by Reinhold Zeller (1905–1990), a painter and sculptor 

from Munich, the Munich city nativity in the inner courtyard of the New 

Town Hall (Rathaus) attracts more than just manger enthusiasts. The Old 

Bavarian Christmas nativity scene with 23 human figurines and 28 wooden

animals is brought to life by the contrast between figures dressed in 

Oriental style and shepherds wearing traditional Alpine garments. The 

Oberammergauer Großkrippe, a big nativity scene from Oberammergau,

from the Münchner Krippenfreunde e.V. manger enthusiast group is 

located at Marienplatz, at the corner of the Rindermarkt near the Manger 

Market. The well-known wood carver Georg Lang from Oberammergau 
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made the almost life-size figurines for this nativity scene. With his 

Isarkieselkrippe, also located in the inner courtyard of the New Town Hall,

H.J. Weimer brought nature and art together in a festive composition for 

this nativity scene. The nativity figurines are made of pebbles from the Isar

river, formed by the water over millions of years. 

The Munich Manger Trail (Münchner Krippenweg)

In 1597, the Jesuits in St. Michael’s Church on Neuhauser Straße 

presented a Christmas manger for the first time in Munich and it was met 

with amazement by the local population. Today, manger enthusiasts can 

experience the nativity scenes in Munich’s city-centre churches from 27 

November 2019 to 2 February 2020 on a walking tour. Christmas mangers 

and their visualisation of the stories from the Old and New Testaments are 

a documentation of religious folk art.
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